Dear Sir,

I am about the pleasure of writing to you on the 16th instant, which the meeting have concluded their business determined to send the petition to the representatives of this county, I am writing to trouble you with their bill for Negroes, & have trouble the paper hand. However, the owners will deliver their bills. And if you will certify by the meeting that this paper is, it will be sent to you from the chairman. Thus you will receive the matter fully explained. This would have pleased the receipt of any communication from me, but I must...
Think it proper to suggest two changes in the bill which at present appear to many unimportant in the existing state of the law. If they please you so, it would be well to communicate here for that they may be allowed.

The one is, the tenancy being declared to be perpetual, with assurance to individuals for all new damages which may arise from or by means of the canal being taken by the 2d in the authorising the company to purchase direct and for their work. The bill to many general and personal considerations, 20th. This can easily be amended by the proper man to whom it may be committed. I hope it may strike